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Why entering the IPL and 

Laser industry is not as easy 

as you may think ! 

Read this free information before you venture into IPL & 

Laser in New Zealand  

http://www.nzlasertraining.co.nz/
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What risks are there for clients undertaking IPL or Laser treatments?  

The chance of something going wrong when the operator is untrained, self-trained, trained by 

someone who doesn’t know what they are doing, or doesn’t know what they are talking about 

(remember training is also unregulated in our country) or when the sales rep selling the 

machine only provided basic point and shoot training – the risks of damaged skin, and or 

damaged eyes is huge. Put simply- its not good enough and people should always seek formal 

education in laser safety, and clinical practice to learn what they are doing correctly. NZ Laser 

Training would also strongly recommend they research and read thoroughly the bylaw and code 

of practice documents from Auckland Council relating to health and hygiene.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Risks include: eye damage and not being adequately protected from the light with 

inferior and incorrect safety googles designed for use with sunbeds – not IPL or lasers.  

Clients who have darker skin types are at a 

much higher risk of skin damage because 

untrained operators do not understand the 

science behind how their devices also attract to 

melanin in the skin. We see many completely 

preventable cases due to lack of education and 

proper training – don’t let that be you! 

http://www.nzlasertraining.co.nz/
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Training takes a long time and follows a pathway of training 

steps …. Be prepared to invest upwards of $3, 000 + GST 

and about 2 years of your time  

Ideally before you start in IPL and Laser - study skin and hair anatomy 
At a beauty therapy college or online 

http://www.nzlasertraining.co.nz/
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Being untrained, or unqualified in recognising and 

understanding skin conditions, including what skin cancers, 

and skin lesions you will come across could prove lethal for 

the client.  You don’t know what you don’t know !  

Removing a skin lesion or sun spot is very easy – any monkey holding a hand piece flashing 

light can do it – that’s the easy bit. Finding out that was a malignant skin cancer and now it 

spread to their liver and brain and its too late to do anything about it will be heart and bank 

breaking – don’t risk it. Ensure your education provider understand and teaches the 

importance of staying within your scope of practice and knows what best practice actually 

means, including following industry best practice guidelines and the law.   

 

Conducting treatments like IPL or Q-Switched laser skin rejuvenation are very high risk 

procedures for clients with sun spots – without an educated medical practitioner clearing 

their skin prior to treatment, you’ll have no idea what is really there as many skin cancers 

may be almost untraceable to the naked eye. Read more here: DERMNET 

Learn more about New Zealand’s skin cancer that can kill you – MELANOMA  

If you have purchased an IPL or a Laser off the internet or from a sales person who didn’t care 

who they sold it to, we’d suggest you don’t use it until you have undertaken some essential 

training with an expert. It might be easy to ‘point and flash it’, but you’ll never understand what 

further problems you could case without full education on the topic of IPL and Laser science 

and safety.  

http://www.nzlasertraining.co.nz/
https://www.dermnetnz.org/search.html?q=skin%20cancers
https://www.melanoma.org.nz/
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Currently, other than under the Auckland Council Health & Hygiene Bylaw 2013  – it is not 

illegal for anyone, even un untrained member of the public to treat you with a laser or an IPL. 

This includes devices capable of removing your skin, treating tattoos, and even removing moles 

and skin lesions that could be cancerous. They can even use lasers in surgical procedures or 

internal body parts without ever being trained or knowing what the risks of infection, burns and 

scarring are.  

To improve standard of care to the NZ public, we are committed to educating people in the 

beauty and medical areas in the specialty area of IPL and Laser. We have done this for 8 years 

now.  

NZ Laser Training  connects operators with legal frameworks / laws / bylaws/ industry best 

practice guidelines/ intensive education in theory and in clinical practice  

If you intend to join our industry please undertake some research before you go and buy a 

machine and set up shop.  

Bear in mind that every local council across the regions may have rules about minimum 

standards as we do in Auckland. Contact your local council to ask about what is expected and if 

they don’t have anything in place, ask why not?  

Do not buy any machine from the internet that cannot be serviced in NZ by a qualified 

technician and cannot be calibrated to show consistent output. Do not try and teach yourself 

from the brochure or videos online.  

We are impressed you’ve read all this information so far, you may like to take the next step and 

enrol in our laser safety online course which can provide further guidance and useful 

information for you to decide if and how you proceed in this IPL and Laser industry.  

 

More details can be found on our website 

 

The law in New Zealnd relating to IPL & Laser  

http://www.nzlasertraining.co.nz/
https://www.nzlasertraining.co.nz/course-info/

